
 
BIOSTAR announced ΣGate (Sigma 

Gate) V7303GT21 – excellent option 
with excellent price/performance ratio 
for budget-concerned gamers. GPU 
 & memory speed 

 dramatically increased to 143% & 
150%! 
May-2006, Taipei, Taiwan,  
Biostar Microtech Int’l Corp., one of the 
leading manufacturer of Motherboard, VGA 
card and Barebone, announced today the 
release of their mainstream SLI™-ready ΣGate V7303GT21 PCI Express x16 graphics 
card based on the latest NVIDIA® GeForce™ 7300 GT GPU.  
 
ΣGate V7303GT21 integrated with NVIDIA® GeForce® 7300GT graphics processing 
unit (GPU). Boasting the 3D graphics features of today’s most advanced 
GPUs—including full support for Microsoft® DirectX® 9.0 Shader Model 3.0 and true 
high dynamic-range (HDR) lighting—the NVIDIA® SLI™-Ready GeForce® 7300 GT 
GPU allows you to experience the latest gaming effects without compromising 
performance. It also brings stunning, high-definition video and superb picture clarity with 
minimal CPU usage with NVIDIA® PureVideo™ technology.  For the performance and 
features you need to play the latest games and enjoy home-theater quality video. 
 
Combining the tough heart GeForce 7300GT with ΣGate’s experienced RDs, we proudly 
present you- ΣGate V7303GT21. V7303GT21 was already over-clocked up to 43% than 
the original GeForce 7300GT, and we used 256MB DDR3 memory with 50% faster 
speed than the standard memory. We fully understand the needs of consumers, and 
ΣGate always provides consumers the products with fully considered design and high 
quality materials. We also provide a convenient over-clock utility to help users press 
further more performance. ΣGate V7303GT21 definitely is an excellent option with high 
price/performance ratio for budget-concerned gamers 
 



 
Turboclock Utility 

ΣGate over-clocking utility- Turboclock. 
Turboclock has instinctively icon interface, 
which can helps users to overclock 
V7303GT21 automatically or manually. 
Whether you are a power user or not, you 
still can easily experience the joy and 
benefit of overclocking in a safe way via 
Turboclock. 
The Specification of V7303GT21 

GPU Engine Clock Memory Type Memory Size Memory Clock Memory Interface 

7300GT 500MHz DDR3 256MB 1000MHz 128bit 

Interface RAMDACs DVI VGA HDTV VIVO 

PCI-E 400MHz YES YES YES - 

* 7300GT standard SPEC  
GPU Engine Clock Memory Type Memory Size Memory Clock Memory Interface 

7300GT 350MHz DDR2 256MB 667MHz 128bit 

 
For more details spec of the ΣGate V7303GT21, please visit BIOSTAR VGA website: 
http://www.biostar.com.tw/vga/index.php
 
About BIOSTAR MICROTECH INT'L CORP.  

Since its establishment in 1986, the BIOSTAR GROUP has become a major motherboard supplier to the PC industry 

in Taiwan. In order to pursue continuous growth, BIOSTAR has invested heavily in acquiring the physical and human 

resources to excel research and development. In every endeavor, BIOSTAR has sought to enhance product quality 

and expand its range of available products.  

In addition to producing quality motherboards, BIOSTAR also carries out mini PC system - iDEQ series - the 

intelligent Desktop trends for the near future and IA product. A wider product range provides buyers with choices they 

want and need. With a constant emphasis on quality, BIOSTAR seeks to offer products with the highest 

price-performance ratio in the industry. 


